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"_;_'' Two independent instruments on the spacecraft showed charqinq to a
,: moderate (14 volts) neqative potential, l'heelectron spectrometer

showed a fl_Jxof 2 X 109 electrons (cn-2sec-lster-I) peaked at 9.5 keV•
=! This was marqinallv sufficient to overcome the flux of cold ambient
=,_- ions. Charqinq calculations are presented showiinqwhere simplications

_, are .justifiedand where serious uncertainties exist rloreserious charging,_ is predicted for the Sh_Jttlein polar orbit.

_> ..

!i'_ INTRODUCTION

_ i_T widely observed in qeos.vnchronousorbit
Spacecraft charqinq has been

-:!,; on the ATS-5 and ATS-6 pair and on the SCATHA spacecraft (ref 1 & 2).

_i _ An adequate theory for explaining the observations exist• Neither thedat_ or theory can he exported to low polar orbit and its drastically
-_! different environment. This paper qives evidence of charqinq on the F)MSP
_- E6 spacecraft (see ref 3 for instrumentation). A simple model is set up
T__. explaininq the observations.

BRIEF THEORY OF SPACECRAFT IN THE AURORA

The cold amhient electrons can charge a spacecraft to a few volts
neqative at most. More severe charqinq occurs in the earth's shadow when

_ the enerqetic (over a kilovolt) precipitatinq electron current exceeds
the ran ion current. Charqinq continues until an increase in ram ion

t current and�or a decrease in precipitatinq electron current produces a
zero net current.

>

In the absence of plasma shieldinq, the ram ion current increases
rapidly with increasingly neqative potentials. This typically limits
charging to tens of volts negative. In the presence of intense plasma
shielding (electrostatic or maqnetic) the ram ion current does not respond
to negative potentials. Charqing then proceeds to much hiqher negative
potentials until a slowly decreasinq precipitating electron current brings
_lhouta current halance. Calculations indicate possible potentials of
several kilovolts. Below some size plasma shieldinq is negligible and
above some size it dominates. There exists no commonly accepted way of
calculating these sizes•

_; A knowledge of the relative velocities and densities of the various
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particles is essential to the understanding of auroral charqinq. Typical
' values arranged in (-_derof _ncreasinq velocity are:

b_ Ambient oxyqen ie)n: v _ 1.5 X 105 cm/Sec; N = I X Itl 4 cm-3

_. SpaceCraft: v = 8 X I(I5 cm/sec

Ambient electron: v _-3 X 107 cm/Sec; N : I X 104 cm-3

=_,' ' Precipitatinq electrons: v_= 6 X 1(19cm/sec' N = I cm-3

_ . Also essential is a knowledqe of the varioqs time scales involved.......

"_.:-_ Typical.values arranged in order of increasinq time are:

_;i_,_.: Charqinq response: 0,01 Seconds

_i_ Aurora, fine structure: 0.1 Seconds

_i Instrument response: I Seconds

i_ Aurora, coarse structure: I0 Seconds

i': "Thevalue for charginq response applies to the main frame. Thin di-
• electric coatinqs ma.vcharqe differentially with very much lonqer

response times. The aurora time scale is in the spacecraft's frame of
reference and is due primarily to spatial variations in the aurora.

DETECTION OF SPACECRAFT C'_ARGING

_. Charging was detected by an ion spectrometer sensinq acceleration of
_ the ram ions to 30 volts or more and by a probe sensinq the deceleration

of ambient electrons, Charqinq to negative potentials less than 30 volts
was detected by the probe alone.

The accelerated ions appeared as an intense narrow hand never
; occupyinq more than one enerqy channel. This is as predicted by theory.

/,,• However, the spectrum was not void below the intense band as predicted by
..... theory and observed on qeosynChronous spacecraft.

THE CHARGING EPISODE

-T

".-__ The probe indicated charqinq startinq at 74701 seconds titand endinq
at 74737 liT,with a very brief drop out at 74705,, The start, drop out,
and end of charqinq accompanied large abrupt changes in electron flux,
particularly in the 4.4 keV channel. The ion spectrometer indicated
charginq to potentials of 30 to 65 volts neqative for a portion of this

- period, nat|elyfrom 74721 litto 74731 (IT. The evidence that charqinq
-. to these levels actually occurred appears to he conclusive.
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PRFCIPI TATING ELECTRONSPECTRA _

Five representative time intervals_ each lastinq from three to five
seconds, were chosen for study. Within each tirie period the spectra
remained r_latively constant, The electron spectra _e_re averaged over
each interval. The average spacecraft potential was determined hy probe ._
and ion spectrometer data. When the charqinq was insufficient to shov_
up (}nthe ion spectrometer b_t showed strongly on the probe, a value of I0
volts was assigned. The five spectra are shown in fiqure I. The startinq

: times from A to E were respectively: 74697, 74708, 74712, 74722, and
' 74729. Durations were respectively 4, 3_ 5, 4 and 3 seconds. Average

fluxes and potentials are qiven in the fiqure. The fluxes include only ,'i
five channels from 3._Qto 13.9 kilovolts for reasons to be discussed

I,

later.
>

The fiqure shows both broad spectra and narrow "inverted V" spectra.
The actual shape of the "inverted V" spectrum is unresolved, it could be
much narrower and nn'e intense than shown. The electron spectrometer is

not designed for accurate flux measurements when the spectrum is very
narrow, therefore, the flux indicated in the fiqure for the "inverted V" i
may be in error.

We authors postulate an accelerating electric fieid that is sometimes
hiqh ahove the spacecraft and sometimes close ahove the spacecraft. In
the former case, hut not in the latter, there should be strong collisional
broadening of both the enerqy and the pitch angle distribution.

<

CHARGING CALCULATIONS

Five first order approximations will be made. They are:

I) A spherical spacecraft with a conducting and hence equipotential

surface. _-

2) Zero ambient electron temperature. The energy of these particles
in either the plasma frame of reference or in the spacecraft frame of refer-
ence was much smaller than the measured potentials.

3) Infinite precipitation electron temperature. The _.nerq.vof
these particles was very larqe compared to the measured potent_alt:,.

4) Precipitating electron flux equal to that measured in the 3 to
14 keV enerqy ranqe. Fluxes at higher enerqies were very low. Fluxes at
lower enerqies Were small and were larqely offset hy secondary electrons.
Secondaries were not included in the calculationS. The flux is treated
as isotropic within some field aliqned solid anqle and zero elsewhere.

5) Ambient ion temperature equal to the drift energy of an ion in
the spacecraft frame of reference. This energy is larqe compared to the
thermal energy. Prohe theory assumes that the total particle energy
(kinetic plus potential) is independent of position. This assumption is
vali(;in and only in the sl}acecraftframe of reference. The ambient ions
are predominantly sinqly ionized atomic oxyqen.
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The first four approxinations sif_plify calculation of the electron
current to the neqatively charqed spacecraft. The "zero terlperat, ure"
anhient ele.ctronsare repelled and rlonot reach the spacecraft. The

- "infinite tenperature" precipita_.inqelectron current is independent of the
• spacecraft potential. Secondary electrons are adequately allowed for b.v

discardinq the low end of the spectrun and need not appear explicitly in
the calculations. Nith these considerations, the electron current to the
spac_ra ft hecorles

Ie = -e J S ( _ R2) (I)

where Ie = electron current
_, e = elerlentalcharqe

J = precipitatinq electron flux per ster_dian in 3 to 14 keV
channels

S : solid anqle of precipitatinq electrons
R = spacecraft radius
( _ R2) = spacecraft electron collision cross section.

-.-_ The first and fifth approxinaL "ns si_,qplifycalculation of the ion
- current to the spacecraft. Spherical probe theory qives the ion current
-/__' in the lonq Pebye lenqth lillitas:

'_ (I -eV_q = evNA- -eV>O (2)_" Ii = e v N [( _ R2) +T]_

_ where Ii : ion current
v = ion drift velocity
N ion density : Ix'I04 cn-3

_- V : spacecraft potential
T : temperat_re associated with ion drift velocity : 5ev

_ A = spacecraft ion collision cross section.

When the Debye lenqth is not lonq conpared to the probe radius, a sheath
containinq a net positive charqe forms around the probe. The charqe in

- the sheath shields ambient ions outside the sheath iron the probe's elec- "
- tric field, thereby reducinq the nunber attracted to the prohe. The

shieldinq effect _av be incorporated in equation (2) by multiplyinq the
potential by a shieldinq factor K less than unit.v. This factor is a
function of potential and qenerally does not appear explicitly in probe

- theories. It nay also he a function of the ion anqular distribution
(in this case alLqostmono-directional in the spacecraft frame of reference).

At equilibriun potential the absolute values of electron and ion
currents are equal. This leads to the equilibriun equation

JS = v.N. (1+k -eV); eV __11,k (_ I
T (3)

where k = shieldinq factor.

The unknowns in this equation are the electron solid anqle S and the ion
shieldinq factor k. These unknowns were evaluated frorlthe data in fiqure
(I) and iron other l_easurer_ents.The solid anqle is determined from
equation (3) usinq the threshold flux required for charqinq. The data
consistently yields a narrower solid anqle for inverted "V" spectra than
for hroad spectra. The shieldinq factor was detemined by the electron
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' flux associated with a potential of-44 volts. This flux was approximately
four tines greater tha_-the threshold flux. .The results of the evaluations
1_re

= S -- _., inverted "V" spectra
-L S : 2 _ , hroad spectra

k : I/2.

E_ These results should he regarded with caution• The data is not conclusive
_: due in part to an environment whose rate of chanqe is fast compared to the
_._ samplinq rate of the instruments- probably fast compared to any practical
_: ' samplinq rate.

_._, The value qiven above for the shielding factor is substantially less
_'- than unity. If true, this has serious implications. It means that the DMSP
I,: spacecraft are already of a size where space charge in the sheath acts to
_i_i increase the maqnitude of charqinq potentials and that any larqer spacecraft

-- _ such as the Shuttle, will charqe to higher potentials, other factors being
•_ _ equal
mm_.._ •

ili
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Ftgure 1. -Ftve precipitating electron spectra. (The flux associated
wtth each spectra ts llsted tn the upper right corner along with the
corresponding spacecraft potential.)
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